
 
 
 

Normski’s Weird but 
Wonderful Beef Wellington 

 
 

Serves 4-6                     Cuisine:  British 
Preparation Time: 30 Minutes 
Cooking Time:  35 Minutes 
 
Ingredients: 
 
500g  Beef fillet 
500g   Pack of ready-made all butter puff pastry 
1   Small savoy cabbage 
75g  Portobella mushrooms, chopped  
2 tbsp   Dijon mustard 
4 tbsp   Plain flour for dusting 
2 tbsp   Double cream 
1 knob  Unsalted butter 
1   Egg, beaten and a little water added 
2 tbsp   Olive oil 
Maldon sea salt and freshly ground black pepper 
 
Method: 
 
1. Preheat the oven to 200°C. 
2. Put a small frying pan on to a medium heat with some butter and sautée the mushrooms for 2-3 

minutes. 
3. Put the mushrooms into a food processor, add the mustard with a pinch of salt and pepper and blitz it. 

Add the cream gently and blitz again to combine to form a loose paste but still with texture. 
4. Cut the base off the cabbage and strip two-thirds of the leaves off (can’t use the tight inner ball of 

leaves for this) and cut out the hard stalks from the middle of the leaves. 
5. Put enough salted water in the pan to cover the bottom plus a bit. Put in the cabbage, cover with a lid 

and bring to the boil, then simmer for 4 minutes until the cabbage is tender but keeping its shape and 
colour. Drain and place on a baking tray lined with paper kitchen towel to dry it off. With some more 
paper towel, press the cabbage leaves which will flatten them slightly as well. Set aside. 

6. Trim the fillet of beef of any fat and season with the salt and pepper all over. 
7. Heat the olive oil in a skillet or large frying pan on a medium heat and seal the beef and brown it all 

over including the ends. Remove from the pan and set aside. 
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8. Dust a worksurface with the flour and roll out half of the pastry big enough to accommodate the beef 

and edges for sealing. Repeat this process to make the top piece of pastry – slightly larger than the 
base 

9. Take the cabbage leaves and put a layer on the base and spoon some of the mushroom mix onto it. 
Place the beef fillet on top. Now apply the mushroom mix all over the rest of the beef. Now lay cabbage 
leaves over in an overlapping fashion and shape to the beef and effectively make a parcel of it. We 
don’t want mixture oozing out anywhere! 

10. Brush the egg wash around the base pastry and then cover with the other piece and shape it around 
the parcel and remove any air pockets. Seal it around the base with your thumb to crimp and seal the 
pastry edges together. Trim excess pastry off the edges to form a neat shape. 

11. Decorate the top with pastry shapes if you like – a nice leaf looks good – place onto a baking tray and 
then brush with the egg wash all over. 

12. Place in the oven and cook for 25 minutes and when the pastry will be golden and beautiful. This is 
fairly rare to medium in the middle and how it should be served. Give it a bit longer if you prefer. 

13. Rest it for 5 minutes or while you organize plating and vegetables etc. 
 
 
To Serve: 
 
I like to slice this at the table because the whole wellie looks so good and you get a few ‘ah’s’ as it opens 
up. Nice thick slice for everyone! 
 
 
Chef’s Notes: 
 
Beef Wellington classically has pancake instead of cabbage, ham and paté as well which for me personally 
is too heavy. The cabbage serves the same purpose of keeping the moisture in the beef and preventing 
drying out. My mushroom mix is loose and altogether it makes for a delicious, lighter version of a beef 
Wellington – give it a go!! 
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